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Over the last 20 years neuroscientists have learned a great deal about the ventral and dorsal object
processing pathways in the adult brain, yet little is known about the functional development of these
pathways. The present research assessed the extent to which different patterns of neural activation,
as measured by changes in blood volume and oxygenation, are observed in infant visual and temporal
cortex in response to events that involve processing of featural differences or spatiotemporal discontinu-
vailable online 21 November 2008

eywords:
nfants
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ities. Infants aged 6.5 months were tested. Increased neural activation was observed in visual cortex
in response to a featural-difference and a spatiotemporal-discontinuity event. In addition, increased
neural activation was observed in temporal cortex in response to the featural-difference but not the
spatiotemporal-discontinuity event. The outcome of this experiment reveals early functional special-
ization of temporal cortex and lays the foundation for future investigation of the maturation of object

uman
eatural information
patiotemporal information

processing pathways in h

. Introduction

Over the last 20 years a great deal of research has been conducted
n the neural basis of object processing. Early studies conducted
ith non-human primates suggested that there are two main routes

or visual object processing (De Yoe & Van Essen, 1988; Goodale &
ilner, 1992; Livingstone & Hubel, 1988; Mishkin, Ungerleider, &
acko, 1983; Ungerleider & Mishkin, 1982). The ventral route origi-

ates from the parvocellular layers of the lateral geniculate nucleus
LGN) and projects from the primary visual cortex to the tempo-
al cortex and mediates processing of visual features important for
he recognition and identification of objects. The dorsal route orig-
nates from the magnocellular layers of the LGN and projects from
he primary visual cortex to the parietal cortex and is important
or the analysis of motion, depth, and location. More recent stud-
es with non-human (Orban, Van Essen, & Fanduffel, 2004; Tootell,
sao, & Vanduffel, 2003; Tsunoda, Yamane, Nishizaki, & Tanifuji,
001; Wang, Tanifuji, & Tanaka, 1998; Wang, Tanaka, & Tanifuji,

996) and human (Bly & Kosslyn, 1997; Grill-Spector, Kourtzi, &
anwisher, 2001; Grill-Spector et al., 1998; Haxby et al., 1991;
ourtzi & Kanwisher, 2001; Kraut, Hart, Soher, & Gordon, 1997) pri-
ates, using more sophisticated neuroimaging techniques, provide

∗ Corresponding author at: Department of Psychology, Texas A&M University,
235 TAMU, College Station, TX 77843, United States. Tel.: +1 979 845 0618;
ax: +1 979 845 4727.
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© 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

converging evidence for the functional distinction between these
two pathways.

Although we now have extensive information about the neu-
ral correlates of object processing in the adult, little is known
about the functional development of these pathways. Research
conducted with infant monkeys suggests that the temporal cortex
undergoes significant structural and neurophysiological develop-
ment early in life (Bachevalier, Brickson, Hagger, & Mishkin, 1990;
Rodman, Skelly, & Gross, 1991; Webster, Ungerleider, & Bachevalier,
1991, 1995). Metabolic, neurophysiological, and neuroanatomical
data obtained with human infants also reveals significant neu-
ral maturation during the first year (e.g., Braddick, Atkinson, &
Wattam-Bell, 2003; Braddick & Atkinson, 2007; Chugani & Phelps,
1986; Conel, 1939–1967; De Haan & Nelson, 1999; Franceschini,
Thaker, Themelis, Krishnamoorthy & Bortfeld, 2007; Gunn et al.,
2002; Purpura, 1975). However, because there are a limited number
of non-invasive techniques available to measure localized func-
tional brain activation in infants, little is known about the functional
consequences of neural maturation. Recent advances in optical
imaging, including near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS), now offer the
opportunity to study functional activation in human infants.

In NIRS, near-infrared light is projected through the scalp and

skull into the brain and the intensity of the light that is diffusely
reflected is recorded. Typically, during cortical activation local
concentrations of oxyhemoglobin (HbO2) increase, whereas con-
centrations of deoxyhemoglobin (HbR) decrease (Hoshi & Tamura,
1993; Jasdzewski et al., 2003; Obrig et al., 1996; Strangman,

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00283932
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/neuropsychologia
mailto:tgw@psyc.tamu.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neuropsychologia.2008.11.014
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ranceschini, & Boas, 2003; Villringer & Dirnagl, 1995). From the
ummated change in HbO2 and HbR, the total change in hemoglobin
HbT) can be computed. Given that changes in HbT signal changes
n regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF), having a measure of HbT
s an important guide in the interpretation of NIRS data. While an
ncrease in blood volume would result in an increase in HbO2 and
bR, an increase in blood flow results in an increase in HbO2 and a

washout” of HbR (i.e., an increase in relative concentration of HbO2
nd a decrease in relative concentration of HbR).

Predicting and interpreting changes in HbO2 and HbR dur-
ng cortical activation is not always straightforward, however. For
xample, an increase in rCBF (as indicated by HbT) produces an
ncrease in HbO2 and a decrease in HbR. At the same time, an
ncrease in oxygen consumption produces a decrease in HbO2 and
n increase in HbR. Furthermore, the effect of these opposing mech-
nisms may be different in infants than adults (Hintz et al., 2001;
eek et al., 1998; Sakatani, Chen, Lichty, Zuo, & Wang, 1999). Hence

t is important to remember that changes in relative concentrations
f HbO2 and HbR are produced by changes in blood volume, rCBF,
nd oxygen consumption and that the relation between these can
e complex.

To capitalize on changes in HbO2 and HbR, near-infrared light
etween approximately 650 and 950 nm is utilized. At these
avelengths, light is differentially absorbed by oxygenated and
eoxygenated blood (Gratton, Sarno, Maclin, Corballis, & Fabiani,

000; Villringer & Chance, 1997). Measuring the light intensity
odulation during stimulus presentation, and comparing it to the

ight intensity during a baseline event in which no stimulus is pre-
ented, provides important information about the hemodynamic
esponse to brain activation.

ig. 1. The test events seen in the featural-difference (A) and spatiotemporal-discontinu
ifference condition, the ball moved right until it was fully hidden behind the occluder (
ox paused (1 s) and the 5 s sequence was seen in reverse. The entire 10 s ball-box cycle
t a rate of 12 cm/s and the occlusion interval was 1.8 s. In the spatiotemporal-discontinuit
econd column appeared immediately at the right edge of the occluder (the event was p
hite gloves) and moved right until it reached the right end of the platform (2.5 s). The

epeated 1.5 times to conclude the 30 s trial. When visible, the object moved at a rate of 3
gia 47 (2009) 657–662

Recently, researchers have successfully applied NIRS technology
to human infants in the experimental setting (e.g., Baird et al., 2002;
Bortfeld, Wruck, & Boas, 2007; Pena et al., 2003; Taga, Asakawa,
Maki, Konishi, & Koizumi, 2003; Wilcox, Bortfeld, Woods, Wruck, &
Boas, 2005, 2008). Most of these studies have focused on region spe-
cific hemodynamic changes in the neocortex during perceptual and
cognitive tasks. For example, Wilcox et al. (2005) assessed hemo-
dynamic changes in the visual and the temporal cortex during a
visual object processing task. In this task, 6.5-month-olds saw an
event in which a green ball and a red box emerged successively
to opposite sides of screen (Fig. 1A). Behavioral studies (Wilcox &
Baillargeon, 1998a,b; Wilcox & Chapa, 2002) indicate that 4.5–11.5-
month-old infants use the featural differences to interpret the event
as involving two distinct objects. Analysis of the NIRS data revealed
a significant increase in HbO2 in visual and temporal cortex dur-
ing the test event. Follow-up studies replicated and extended these
findings to other events involving featurally distinct objects (Wilcox
et al., 2008) and demonstrated that activation is observed in visual
but not temporal cortex in response to control events (e.g., when
the same object is seen to both sides of the screen). These data
suggest that object processing is functionally localized: whereas
visual cortex responds to all events involving visual objects tem-
poral cortex responds only when the objects differ in their featural
properties.

What these findings leave open to speculation, however, is the

extent to which temporal cortex mediates the processing of other
types of object information. For example, in adults the ventral path-
way mediates processing of object features but does not typically
mediate processing of the spatiotemporal properties of objects. If
the ventral pathway in the infant is organized in a way similar to

ity (B) condition. Although not pictured, a hand moved the objects. In the featural-
2 s); the box then emerged and moved to the right edge of the platform (2 s). The
then repeated twice to conclude the 30 s trial. When in motion the objects moved
y condition, the column moved right until it was fully occluded (2.5 s) and then the
roduced by two experimenters who had similar sized hands covered by identical

column paused (1 s) and the 6 s sequence was reversed. The entire event was then
cm/s.
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hat of the adult, then a different pattern of activation should be
bserved in temporal cortex in response to events involving analysis
f object features than to events involving analysis of spatiotempo-
al information. The present research tests this hypothesis. Infants
ged 6.5 months were presented with the featural-difference event
f Wilcox et al. (2005; Fig. 1A) and a spatiotemporal-discontinuity
vent (Fig. 1B) and NIRS data were collected. Behavioral studies
ave demonstrated that infants 3.5 months and older interpret
he spatiotemporal-discontinuity event as involving two objects
Schweinle & Wilcox, 2004; Wilcox & Schweinle, 2003).

. Materials and methods

.1. Participants

Twelve 6.5-month-olds, 8 M (M age = 6 months, 15 days, range = 5 months, 12
ays to 7 months, 11 days). Twelve additional infants were tested but eliminated
rom analysis because they failed to contribute usable NIRS data (e.g., large motion
rtifacts and/or poor signal-to-noise ratio). Seven infants saw the featural-difference

vent first.

.2. Apparatus, stimuli, and procedure

Infants sat on a parent’s lap facing a puppet-stage apparatus. The green ball
sed in the featural-difference event was 10.25 cm in diameter with colored dots.

ig. 2. Location of probe placement (A) and hemodyanmic response curves (B) for each d
robe was positioned so that the source (S1) lay directly above the inion and the detectors (D
as positioned at T3 and the corresponding detectors (D3 and D4) lay anterior and posterio

esponse curves, in optical density units presented as mM × cm (x-axis), were averaged a
bT is displayed along with HbO2 and HbR (green, red, and blue lines, respectively). The l
nd the right panel displays responses during the spatiotemporal-discontinuity event. The
he asterisks indicate points along the response curves that differed significantly from 0 (
gia 47 (2009) 657–662 659

The red box was 10.25 cm square and decorated with silver thumbtacks. The
occluder was 21.5 cm × 30 cm and made of blue cardboard. The columns used in the
spatiotemporal-discontinuity event were 12 cm × 6 cm × 3 cm and made of colored
Duplos. The occluder was 24 cm × 35 cm and dark green. The objects were moved by
a gloved hand, which entered the apparatus through a slit in the back wall. The test
events are depicted in Fig. 1.

Prior to each 30 s test trial infants were presented with a 10 s baseline (silent
pause) in which a muslin-covered shade covered the front opening of the apparatus
and hid the stage. The shade was raised at the beginning of each test trial and lowered
at the end of each trial. Cloth-covered barriers isolated the infant from the testing
room. The stage was illuminated with 20-Watt fluorescent bulbs affixed to each
inside wall of the apparatus. No other lighting was used.

The time infants spent looking during each test trial was recorded by two trained
observers and looking time data were time-locked to the NIRS data. Inter-observer
agreement averaged 96%. A blocked design (four trials of one event followed by
four trials of the other) was used because the events were produced live in the
puppet-stage apparatus and each event involved different display characteristics
(e.g., objects and screen). Frequent changing of display characteristics was difficult
for the experimenters and distracting to the infants.

2.3. Instrumentation
The instrumentation was identical to that of Wilcox et al. (2005). Briefly, the
imaging equipment contained three major components: (1) two fiber optic cables
(1 mm in diameter) that delivered near-infrared light to the scalp of the participant;
(2) four fiber optic cables (2.5 mm in diameter) that detected the diffusely reflected
light at the scalp; and (3) an electronic control box. The electronic control box pro-

etector. Probes were placed on the skull using the International 10–20 system. One
1 and D2) lay over the right and left visual cortex, respectively. The other source (S2)
r to T3 over temporal cortex. Emitter-detector distances were 2 cm. The hemoglobin
cross participants and trials for the four detectors. For purposes of interpretation,

eft panel of (B) displays responses obtained during the featural-discontinuity event
event began at time 0 and continued for 30 s; 31–40 is post-stimulus (silent pause).
baseline).
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uced light at 690 and 830 nm wavelengths with two laser-emitting diodes (Boas,
ranceschini, Dunn, & Strangman, 2002; TechEn Inc.). Each emitter delivered both
avelengths and each detector responded to both wavelengths. The signals received
y the electronic control box were processed and relayed to a DELL Inspiron 7000TM

aptop computer.
Prior to test, infants were fitted with custom-made headgear that secured the

ber optics to the scalp. The ends of the fiber optic cables were arranged in two
riads, each containing one emitter and two detectors. Triad placement is shown in
ig. 2A.

.4. Processing of the NIRS data

The NIRS data were processed, for each detector separately, using a procedure
imilar to that of Wilcox et al. (2005). The raw signals were acquired at the rate of 200
amples per second, digitally low-pass-filtered at 10.0 Hz, a principal components
nalysis was used to design a filter for systemic physiology and motion artifacts,
nd the data were converted to relative concentrations of oxygenated (HbO2) and
eoxygenated (HbR) blood using the modified Beer–Lambert law (Strangman, Boas,
Sutton, 2002). Changes in HbO2 and HbR were examined using 43 s time epochs:

he 3 s prior to the onset of the test event, the 30 s test event, and the 10 s following
he test event. The mean optical signal from −3 to 0 s (baseline) was subtracted from
he signals and other segments of the 43 s time epoch were interpreted relative to this
eroed baseline. Optical signals were averaged across trials and then infants for each
ondition. Trials objectively categorized as containing motion artifacts (a change in
he filtered intensity greater than 5% in 1/20 s during the 3 s baseline and 30 s test
vent) were eliminated from the mean. A total of 11 trials (of the 96 remaining) were
liminated. Two additional trials were eliminated because the infant failed to watch
he event or procedural error.

. Results

.1. Looking time data

The infants looked almost continuously throughout the
est trials (featural-difference, M = 27.62, S.D. = 1.85 and speed-
iscontinuity, M = 26.74, S.D. = 1.46) suggesting that they found the
est events engaging.
.2. NIRS data

The hemoglobin concentration response curves are shown in
ig. 2. In the featural-difference condition, relative changes in

able 1
elative change in HbO2 and HbR concentration displayed by detector and condition.

eural Region Detector Chromophore Condition

Featural-difference M (S.

isual D1 HbO2 0.0066 (.006)** t = 3.96, d
HbR −0.0003 (.003) t = −0.35,

D2 HbO2 0.0143 (.018)** t = 2.79, d
HbR −0.0035 (.006) t = −2.03,

emporal D3 HbO2 0.0058 (.009)** t = 2.34, d
HbR −0.0004 (.003) t = −0.35,

D4 HbO2 0.0010 (.009) t = 0.39, d.f
HbR −0.0008 (.003) t = −0.94

ote: Cells contain mean relative optical density units in mM x cm averaged from 5 to 30 s (f
ean responses were compared to 0 using t-tests (two-tailed) and the asterisks indicate

olumn contains paired t-tests (two-tailed) comparing responses across condition (*P < .0

able 2
omparison of hemodynamic responses across detectors within each neural region.

ondition Chromophore

eatural-difference HbO2

HbR

patiotemporal-discontinuity HbO2

HbR

ote: Paired t-tests compared hemodynamic responses, for each condition and chromopho
n which the responses observed at the two detectors differed reliably from each other us
eported in the text.
gia 47 (2009) 657–662

HbO2 and HbR concentration from 5 to 30 s following initiation
of the event were compared to baseline. The first emergence of
the box occurred at 3 s and, allowing 2 s for the hemodynamic
response to become initiated, changes in HbO2 and HbR should be
detectable by 5 s. In the spatiotemporal-discontinuity condition,
relative changes in HbO2 and HbR concentration were assessed
starting at 6 s (the first immediate emergence occurred at 4 s).

Three sets of analyses were conducted. First, mean HbO2 and
HbR responses for each condition and detector were compared
to 0 (Table 1). In visual cortex, a significant increase in HbO2
was obtained in response to the featural-difference event (at
D1 and D2) and the spatiotemporal-discontinuity event (at D2).
A significant decrease in HbR was observed at D2 in response
to the spatiotemporal-discontinuity event. In temporal cortex, a
significant increase in HbO2 was observed in response to the
featural-difference event at D3 but not D4. In contrast, a decrease
in HbO2, which approached significance (P = .058), was observed in
response to the spatiotemporal-discontinuity event at D4 but not
D3.

Second, to test the extent to which the responses observed
at each detector varied by the event seen, paired sample t-tests
were conducted for each detector with condition as the within-
subjects factor (Table 1). At D1 and D2 the mean HbO2 and HbR
responses did not vary significantly by condition. However, at D3
the HbO2 response observed in the featural-difference condition
(which was positive in direction) differed from that observed in
the spatiotemporal-discontinuity condition. Although the t-test
was not statistically significant (P = .095), the effect size was large,
Cohen’s d = .77 (see Cohen, 1988 for evaluating effect sizes), indi-
cating that the two groups differed in their responses. At D4, the
HbO2 response observed in the spatiotemporal-discontinuity con-
dition (which was negative in direction) differed reliably from that
observed in the featural-difference condition, and the effect size

was also large, Cohen’s d = .77.

Finally, to assess the extent to which the response observed
at one detector within a neural region differed reliably from that
observed at the other detector within that same region, paired-
sample t-tests were conducted for each neural region and condition

Paired t-tests

D.) Spatiotemporal-discontinuity M (S.D.)

.f. = 11 0.0035 (.011) t = 1.10, d.f. = 11 t = −1.01, d.f. = 11
d.f. = 11 −0.0009 (.005) t = −0.61, d.f. = 11 t = −0.40, d.f. = 11

.f. = 11 0.0092 (.014)* t = 2.21, d.f. = 11 t = −1.11, d.f. = 11
d.f. = 11 −0.0038 (.006)* t = −2.23, d.f. = 11 t = −0.26, d.f. = 11

.f. = 11 −0.0001 (.006) t = −0.08, d.f. = 10 t = −1.84, d.f. = 10+
d.f. = 11 0.0007 (.004) t = 0.51, d.f. = 10 t = 0.74, d.f. = 10

. = 10 −0.0063 (.010) t = −2.14, d.f. = 10 t = −2.47, d.f. = 10*
, d.f. = 10 0.0001 (.003) t = 0.18, d.f. = 10 t = −0.69, d.f. = 10

eatural-difference condition) and 6 to 30 s (spatiotemporal-discontinuity condition).
those responses that differed significantly from 0 (*P < .05 and **P < .025). The last

5 and +P < .1 with a large effect size). Effect sizes are reported in the text.

Visual cortex D1 vs. D2 Temporal cortex D3 vs. D4

t = −1.41, d.f. = 11 t = 2.32, d.f. = 10*
t = 1.45, d.f. = 11 t = 0.28, d.f. = 10

t = −1.30, d.f. = 11 t = 2.19, d.f. = 9+
t = 1.69, d.f. = 11 t = 0.55, d.f. = 9

re, across detectors within each neural region. The symbols indicate the comparison
ing two-tailed statistics (*P < .05 and +P < .1 with a large effect size). Effect sizes are
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ith detector as the within-subjects factor (Table 2). In visual cor-
ex, hemodynamic responses did not vary significantly by detector,
or infants in either condition. In temporal cortex, some differences
merged. In the featural-difference condition, the HbO2 response
bserved at D3 differed significantly from that observed at D4,
ohen’s d = .53. In the spatiotemporal-discontinuity condition, the
bO2 response observed at D3 and D4 also differed. Although the

-test was not statistically significant (P = .056) the effect size was
arge, Cohen’s d = .75.

. Discussion

The present research used near-infrared spectroscopy to assess
eural activation, as measured by changes in blood volume and oxy-
enation, in visual and temporal cortex in 6.5-month-olds during
wo object processing tasks, one that involved analysis of object
eatures and the other that required analysis of spatiotemporal
nformation.

As predicted, a hemodynamic response was observed in visual
ortex (D1 and D2) in both conditions and the responses did not
ary significantly by condition. At the same time, the hemody-
amic response obtained at D1 differed qualitatively from that
btained at D2. For example, a significant increase in HbO2 was
bserved at D2 in response to both events and a significant decrease
n HbR was observed at D2 in response to the featural-difference
vent. In comparison, a less robust response was observed at D1:
significant increase in HbO2 was observed in response to the

eatural-difference event only and no significant decreases in HbR
ere observed. Why were qualitatively different hemodynamic

esponse patterns observed at D1 and D2? Recall that in the present
tudy the light source was placed directly above the inion, so that
1 lay over the left visual cortex whereas D2 lay over the right
isual cortex. One possible explanation is that in the infant, the left
nd right visual cortices are organized slightly differently, so that
tructurally analogous areas in the two hemispheres respond dif-
erently to the same visual stimuli. Different functional responses
ould lead to different hemodynamic responses. Alternatively, it is
ossible that the two hemispheres are not structurally identical, so
hat measuring from skull locations equidistant from the midline,
ut in different hemispheres, does not guarantee measurements
rom structurally (let alone functionally) analogous neural areas. A
nal possibility is that these results reflect an asymmetry in the
egree of neurovascular regulation in visual areas of the two hemi-
pheres. That is, in right visual cortex changes in rCBF may not be as
ell matched to energy demands (oxygen consumption) as in left

isual cortex. Additional research will be needed to (a) establish
he extent to which reliable hemispheric differences in hemody-
amic responses to visual stimuli exist in V and other areas and (b)

dentify the basis of these differences. In the meantime, the pat-
erns observed in the present experiment are best interpreted with
aution.

As predicted, the hemodynamic response observed in tempo-
al cortex differed by condition, although the way in which this
as manifested was unexpected. A significant increase in HbO2 was
bserved at D3 in the featural-difference condition and a decrease in
bO2 was observed at D4 in the spatiotemporal-discontinuity con-
ition. In addition, the responses observed at each detector differed
y condition, and within condition the responses differed by detec-
or. These dissociations suggest that the cortical regions directly
nterior to and posterior to T3 are functionally distinct.

On the basis of neuroanatomical data obtained with human

nfants (Conel, 1939–1967; Purpura, 1975) and on data demonstrat-
ng the relation between 10 and 20 skull coordinates and underlying
eural structure in adults (Okamoto et al., 2004), we suspect that
he area posterior to T3 lies near the temporal–occipital border and

ay include part of the lateral occipital cortex (LOC). Neuroimag-
gia 47 (2009) 657–662 661

ing data obtained with adults (Grill-Spector et al., 1998, 1999, 2001;
Haxby et al., 1991; Kourtzi & Kanwisher, 2001; Kraut et al., 1997;
Malach et al., 1995) indicate that the LOC is involved in the process-
ing of object features, but does not respond to the spatiotemporal
properties of objects. In contrast, we suspect that the area anterior
to T3 lies close to the medial or superior temporal gyrus. This area
does not appear to mediate processing of featural differences or
spatiotemporal discontinuities, at least in the infant.

Unexpectedly, a decrease in HbO2 was observed at D4 in the
spatiotemporal-discontinuity condition, and this response differed
significantly from the response obtained in the featural-difference
condition. In addition, there was a decrease in HbT indicating a
decrease in rCBF. One possible explanation for this unusual pattern
of results is that viewing the spatiotemporal-discontinuity event
led to neural deactivation and a corresponding decrease in rCBF
and blood volume. Either of these could have produced an increase
in the local concentration of HbR relative to HbO2. Another, more
likely explanation, assumes no activation at D4. The decrease in
HbO2 reflects, instead, the blood supply being diverted to nearby
areas that are active. These areas could lie either deeper in the cor-
tex or adjacent on the surface (e.g., areas associated with the dorsal
system). Regardless of how to best conceptualize the hemodynamic
response obtained at D4 during the spatiotemporal-discontinuity
event, it is important to remember that this response differed from
that observed at D3 during the spatiotemporal-discontinuity event,
suggesting that the neural regions from which these two detec-
tors were measuring differ in their functional response to the event
and/or in the nature of their neurovascular regulatory mechanisms.

The data also suggest that HbO2 is a more robust measure of
the hemodynamic response than HbR. A significant increase in
HbO2 was observed at a number of detectors, in both V and T,
and in response to both the featural-difference and spatiotemporal-
discontinuity events. In contrast, the only detector at which we
saw a significant decrease in HbR and a corresponding increase
in HbO2 was at D2 in V (spatiotemporal-discontinuity condition).
These results are consistent with those of other investigators who
have reported that, generally speaking, HbO2 is a more robust and
reliable measure of neural activation than HbR (Bartocci et al.,
2000; Chen et al., 2002; Hoshi & Tamura, 1993; Jasdzewski et al.,
2003; Kato, Kamei, Takashima, & Ozaki, 1993; Sakatani et al., 1999;
Strangman et al., 2002, 2003).

Finally, the hemodynamic responses observed in temporal cor-
tex appeared smaller in magnitude and less robust than those
observed in visual cortex. For example, the magnitude of the
response observed at D3 in response to the featural-difference
event was less than that observed at D2. Although we can only spec-
ulate, the less robust responses observed at D3 and D4 may reflect
greater immaturity of the temporal as compared to visual cor-
tex. This would be consistent with neuroanatomical and metabolic
data (Chugani & Phelps, 1986; Conel, 1939–1967; Franceschini et
al., 2007; Purpura, 1975) and might reflect less efficient neural
processing and/or energy demands associated with maturational
events.

In summary, the present results demonstrate that there are
region specific differences in visual object processing in human
infants and that NIRS is sufficiently sensitive to detect these dif-
ferences. The ability to study functional brain activation in awake,
processing infants represents a significant advancement in the
field of developmental neuroscience and will allow investigators
to study localized functional maturation of the human brain.
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